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The short development of technology in nowadays’ global is 

accompanied by using the mushrooming of digital systems 

constituting the core of the ecosystem of sharing financial 

system. This multifaceted phenomenon and its ever-increasing 

presence have emerged as a topic of public hobby and debate, 

as well as encouraging studies and medical discourse. the 

article presents the outcomes of the first have a look at of 

Poles’ participation in sharing financial system derived from a 

questionnaire survey of a representative sample (n=1000) [1]. 

The cause of the have a look at was to characterise Poles 

participating in the digital financial system and to determine how 

they vary in the use of sharing systems depending on their age 

institution and generation. The evaluation has proven that the 

fees of Poles participating in the virtual economic system are the 

smaller, the older the age group, and that a rising number of the 

customers of virtual economic system answers interprets into 

extra popularity of sharing systems. A number of the oldest Poles, 

70% do not participate in the digital financial system and as tons 

as eighty% inside the sharing financial system [2]. The numbers 

sharply assessment with generations Z and Y that take part within 

the sharing financial system nearly without exception. The most 

popular of sharing services grew to become out to be lodging 

reservation indicated via each third respondent. 

Given that purchaser satisfaction also has an effect on consumer 

well-being, product designers want to cognizance more on 

functional elements of technology brands to fulfil clients. 

Younger clients of technology-associated manufacturers are 

not only more privy to human beings but also greater assured 

and independent decision-makers. Company managers should 

consequently recognize that the proper brand for the right 

patron is of paramount importance, specifically in generation- 

related manufacturers [3]. 

Entrepreneurs who emphasize on patron properly-being 

(nice of life marketers) want to attention on developing 

brand communities to facilitate self-idea and decorate patron 

properly-being. Entrepreneurs of technology manufacturers 

also need to attention on generation brand communities by 

attractive young customers to become ambassadors in their 

manufacturers. Brands will need to sponsor foremost young 

people-related sports in universities and schools by means of 

keeping enticing activities, sponsoring their sports activities 

and academic activities, and sharing some souvenirs and 

presents ascribed with emblems and messages to create a 

connection between them and clients [4]. 

Customer nicely-being is a micromarketing idea that 

emphasizes on contributions of advertising and marketing 

sports in social welfare. The essential goal of the cutting- 

edge observes is to research the effect of self-incongruence 

on brand dissatisfaction, logo hate, and client well-being. 

This observe has applied the Self-incongruity idea and the 

Stimulus-Organism-reaction model to check the impact of self- 

incongruity on anti-intake and patron voice behaviours, and 

next results on client nicely-being. Facts have been collected 

from younger customers of era products from predominant 

towns of Pakistan. A total of 592 purchasers spoke back a 

paper-and-pencil questionnaire using purposive sampling 

technique [5]. The information has been analysed via partial 

least rectangular structural equation modelling. The findings 

of this study monitor that useful and symbolic incongruity 

expects brand hate and dissatisfaction, that's undoubtedly 

associated with emblem retaliation. Emblem retaliation is 

negatively related with consumer properly-being. This observe 

gives implications for product designers, entrepreneurs, 

advertisers and different stakeholders to enhance congruence 

between what younger consumers of generation merchandise 

count on and what brands are providing to mitigate negative 

attitudes and behaviours and increase purchaser nicely-being. 
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